
Digital CommonsTM:  
Showcasing to drive collaboration
Showcasing research drives public-private 
partnership for Digital Commons customer

Faculty members and their institutions both benefit when their 
research gets noticed. At Utah State University, Physics Professor 
Dr. J.R. Dennison saw the value of sharing his centre’s research 
online when he got an unexpected call from the president of a 
small business with a NASA/US Air Force contract. 

The president, who needed urgent help with testing, found the 
Materials Physics Group on USU’s Digital Commons site in a 
panicked Google search and called Dr. Dennison for help. The 
business partnership is an ongoing success.

“Beyond the contract funds, this contract is exciting to me because 
it opened up a door for me into a new branch of work – commercial 
and practical application of my craft.”

–Utah State University Physics Professor Dr. J.R. Dennison

Research data & grants

Meet funder mandates, increase transparency, and manage 
grants online

Digital humanities & creative works

Support faculty’s innovative work across multimedia formats, 
digital projects, and public history

New scholarly journals

Enable faculty to launch journals in 
emerging fields

Library-curated faculty profiles

Give faculty the readership metrics and 
services they need

Teaching & learning materials

Open educational resources, student-led 
journals, and class research projects

Manage and showcase everything your institution produces to increase visibility and impact



Digital Commons Network
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The Digital Commons Network increases readership for over a million 
free, full-text scholarly articles, organised by discipline. Faculty can follow 
work in their field by topic, author or keyword, and track how their own 

work is being read. 

The Network fosters collaboration while making faculty  
contributions more visible to the world.

For more information, visit:

elsevier.com/solutions/digital-commons
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Designed to drive visibility of your institution’s 
research output*

Easy to implement, use, maintain and evaluate

Clear, real-time impact metrics

• Dashboards to track global and  
institutional readership

• Real-time readership maps

• Tools to share impact 

• Flexible support for campus reporting

Hosted infrastructure...for ease of use

• Secure, cloud-hosted storage

• Industry-leading SEO

• Fast-paced, customer-focused development 

• Unlimited data and support for all file types

Unlimited support to meet your needs

• Dedicated consultant

• Training for staff, faculty and students to help you scale

• Custom branding and design

• Guidance on best practices and trends

Institutional repository and publishing platform to 
increase visibility and impact

• Faculty scholarship  
& research

• Student work & ETDs

• Data management

• Conference & events

• Archives & special 
collections 

1,500  
Journals published

2.5 million 
Full-text objects hosted

1/2 billion 
Aggerate downloads

*Metrics are through 2018 for global Digital Commons platforms

Explore 2,410,162 works from 530 institutions.


